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There is a little doubt that managing a globally mobile workforce is a
significant challenge.
KPMG LINK Immigration Manager (KIM) offers an integrated approach to immigration case management. From the initiation through
to completion, KIM will help you manage immigration cases, streamline processes, gather and analyze data, and consolidate the
management of immigration programs. The application provides a single environment for immigration case management — reducing
complexity, providing data and analytics, controlling risks and ultimately, helping save you time and money. KIM allows a governance
framework for immigration management by providing visibility and transparency for all of your immigration needs.
With a global reach and collaborative mindset, KIM brings together KPMG’s global network of member firms with people, experience
and knowledge to support companies as they manage their global mobility programs — and more importantly, their people.

Centralized, streamlined and online
Available 24/7, KIM provides a centralized database to manage
immigration cases through a dedicated website.
With an easy-to-use dashboard, you can quickly access
summaries and alerts on immigration cases, assigned tasks
within a process, and high level analytics. KPMG’s centralized
portal allows convenient upload and review of case
documents, sending of important notifications, and the ability
to manage and search case information.

Track, monitor, breathe
KIM is your one-stop immigration management portal,
integrating tasks, information and processes.
Each page is designed to give you the information you want,
when you need it, in an easy to use format. From within the
application you can view and complete e-forms, update case
data, and track the status of immigration applications.
KPMG’s member firms offer the ability to navigate and manage
immigration cases from start to finish in a secure, centralized
location. Whether a global or local engagement, KIM provides
simplicity in an otherwise complex immigration world.

Document management
Security is essential when dealing with personally identifiable
information and company confidential information, especially
on a global scale.
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KIM provides you one location to upload and view all
documents, including final immigration status documents.
KPMG’s safe and secure environment gives you the ability to
access any document at the click of a button.

Accessibility
An effective workflow should be reliable and flexible to meet
your changing demands. With an easy-to-use workflow, KIM
allows you to customize immigration task management.
Whether centrally-managed or a self-service approach, KIM
gives you complete oversight of a company’s immigration
matters.
KIM features role-based security, allowing you to control
what is seen in the application. Once established, users have
access only to the information that you want them to see,
based on country and company user rights.
How you choose to interact with KIM is up to you.

Analytics and reporting
KIM enables you to input relevant immigration case details, such
as document filing, approval dates, case notes and applicant
details. Each field is displayed in the standard, pre-defined
reporting capabilities of KIM. For ease of knowledge sharing, all
reports are exportable for data manipulation.
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Immigration support, from start
to finish
Case creation

Enhance your
immigration
service delivery
model by
spending more
time where it
counts.

—— Initiation
—— Assessment
—— Authorization
Document request
—— Document request
—— Document upload

Document review
—— Document review
—— Additional document request

Application filing
—— Upload documents for filing
—— Return of documents

Application outcome
—— Additional steps required

Final validation and instructions
—— Upload final status documents and
instructions
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Contact us
Thomas Wolf
Head of KPMG’s Global
Immigration Services, KPMG
International
T: +49 305 3019 9300
E: twolf@kpmg-law.com
Stephen Curtis
Strategy and Technology lead,
Global Immigration Services
KPMG UK
T: +44 20 7311 2479
E: stephen.curtis@kpmg.co.uk
Anthony Grice
KIM Product Owner, GMS Tax
Technology
KPMG UK
T: +44 0161 618 7346
E: anthony.grice@kpmg.co.uk
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